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MLA Handbook for Writers of Research
Papers
Written by the experts at
PersonalStatementChecker.com, this is the definitive
guide to UCAS applications and personal statements
for anyone applying to university. It covers the
realistic challenges faced by applicants and breaks
these down into easy-to-follow steps.
PersonalStatementChecker.com's online customers
regularly get into their first-choice universities, and
How to Write Your UCAS Personal Statement and Get
into University: The Ultimate Guide contains a triedand-tested, high-quality personal statement
walkthrough based on their twenty-five years of
combined experience. You will not find such detailed
UCAS personal statement advice in any other
publication. Amongst many other topics, you?ll learn
how to make your personal statement stand out from
the crowd, how to write an impressive introduction
and conclusion, and how to sell yourself in the best
possible light. The final section of How to Write Your
UCAS Personal Statement and Get into University: The
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Ultimate Guide includes dedicated chapters for each
of the most popular and competitive subject areas
including medicine, dentistry, nursing, law,
economics, business, psychology, and many more.
Each chapter covers how to write your personal
statement and what admissions tutors are looking for
in interviews and in your application overall. This
guide is indispensable for all schools, colleges, and
individual applicants. If you want to know what
admissions tutors are really looking for in your
application, read this book today. Get into your dream
university and secure your future today with
PersonalStatementChecker.com.

How to Write a Winning Personal
Statement for Graduate and Professional
School
Provides guidelines and examples for handling
research, outlining, spelling, punctuation, formatting,
and documentation.

Pieces of the Frame
Writing the personal statement, or application essay,
can be the hardest part of applying to graduate or
professional school. This guide shows how to do it
correctly, revealing the latest essay questions used
by top law, business, medical, and graduate schools.
Fifty actual student essays--with comments from
admissions officers--tell what makes a winning
statement.
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Where You Go Is Not Who You'll Be
Find Success in Nursing School! Getting The Most
From Nursing School presents a roadmap to guide
talented men and women along their journey from
considering nursing as a profession to their first
position as a registered nurse. This exceptional
resource provides the necessary guidance to ensure
that students get the most from their education and
become excellent care providers, policymakers,
educators, and researchers and achieve their goal of
improving the health and well-being of others. Getting
The Most From Nursing School is written by a
doctorally prepared nurse, researcher, and professor
and can be distinguished by its evidence-based
information, its anecdotes, and its empirically
grounded recommendations from nurses who have
decades of experience in both clinical practice and as
educators. Sample chapters include: Why become a
nurse? Nursing school is toughgetting through the
classes Surviving and succeeding in clinical Preparing
for success on the NCLEX

50 Real Law School Personal Statements
How to Write the Perfect Personal
Statement
The number one resource for UCAS Applications,
newly revised for 2020. Getting the UCAS personal
statement right is probably the hardest part of your
UCAS application. You've never written anything like it
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before, and you've no idea how to even begin? The
Ultimate UCAS Personal Statement Guide gives you
more than 100 examples of great personal
statements, covering every major subject (and some
minor ones too), so that you know what you're aiming
for. Every statement is analysed, helping you
understand what makes a strong or weak statement,
as well a complete guide to writing your own, from
opening sentence to the finishing touches. Writing a
great UCAS Personal Statement shouldn't be have to
be hard, and with the help of over a hundred
successful applicants to top universities, including
Oxbridge, it won't be. With detailed, specific advice
for every subject and every kind of student, The
Ultimate UCAS Personal Statement Guide will help you
get into your top choice university. Subjects covered
include: Medicine Veterinary Science Dentistry
Biology Chemistry Physics Geology Geography
Engineering Computer Science Maths Law Classics
Archaeology Psychology English Modern Languages
History Philosophy Economics Not enough for you?
You can visit the Uni Admissions website for even
more personal statement resources, as well as our top
tips on admissions tests, picking the right university,
and much more

Peterson's Perfect Personal Statements
Presents an introduction to evolutionary
developmental biology which studies genes and their
role in biological diversity and evolution.

BeMo's Ultimate Guide to Medical School
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Personal Statements & Secondary Essays
Explains the purpose of a personal statement on
graduate school applications, gives advice on creating
a fresh and unique statement, and gathers successful
examples

Writing Personal Statements and
Scholarship Application Essays
Written by experts in communication and medical
recruitment, this book explains what medical school
admissions tutors are really looking for and how to
get yourself noticed by writing a powerful and
memorable personal statement.

Writing Recommendation Letters
The Successful Match 2017
With her characteristic brilliance, grace and radical
audacity, Angela Y. Davis has put the case for the
latest abolition movement in American life: the
abolition of the prison. As she quite correctly notes,
American life is replete with abolition movements,
and when they were engaged in these struggles, their
chances of success seemed almost unthinkable. For
generations of Americans, the abolition of slavery was
sheerest illusion. Similarly,the entrenched system of
racial segregation seemed to last forever, and
generations lived in the midst of the practice, with
few predicting its passage from custom. The brutal,
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exploitative (dare one say lucrative?) convict-lease
system that succeeded formal slavery reaped millions
to southern jurisdictions (and untold miseries for tens
of thousands of men, and women). Few predicted its
passing from the American penal landscape. Davis
expertly argues how social movements transformed
these social, political and cultural institutions, and
made such practices untenable. In Are Prisons
Obsolete?, Professor Davis seeks to illustrate that the
time for the prison is approaching an end. She argues
forthrightly for "decarceration", and argues for the
transformation of the society as a whole.

Endless Forms Most Beautiful
Offers tips on writing an essay for admission to
graduate school, provides an explanation of the
admissions process, gives advice on securing letters
of recommendation, and features resources for
locating scholarships.

5 Steps to the Statement of Purpose: A
Short Guide to Writing a Personal
Statement for Admission to a Us
Graduate Program in the Humanities
Proven strategies, practice, and review to ace the SAT
Subject Test Biology E/M Getting into a top college
has never been more difficult. Students need to
distinguish themselves from the crowd, and scoring
well on a SAT Subject Test gives students a
competitive edge. Kaplan's SAT Subject Test: Biology
E/M is the most up-to-date guide on the market with
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complete coverage of both the content review and
strategies students need for success on test day.
Kaplan's SAT Subject Test: Biology E/M features: * A
full-length diagnostic test * 2 full-length practice tests
* Focused chapter summaries, highlights, and quizzes
* Detailed answer explanations * Proven score-raising
strategies * End-of-chapter quizzes Kaplan is serious
about raising students’ scores—we guarantee
students will get a higher score.

On Writing the College Application Essay
Writing an amazing college admission essay is easier
than you think! So you're a high school senior given
the task of writing a 650-word personal statement for
your college application. Do you tell the story of your
life, or a story from your life? Do you choose a single
moment? If so, which one? The options seem endless.
Lucky for you, they're not. College counselor Ethan
Sawyer (aka The College Essay Guy) will show you
that there are only four (really, four!) types of college
admission essays. And all you have to do to figure out
which type is best for you is answer two simple
questions: 1. Have you experienced significant
challenges in your life? 2. Do you know what you want
to be or do in the future? With these questions
providing the building blocks for your essay, Sawyer
guides you through the rest of the process, from
choosing a structure to revising your essay, and
answers the big questions that have probably been
keeping you up at night: How do I brag in a way that
doesn't sound like bragging? and How do I make my
essay, like, deep? Packed with tips, tricks, exercises,
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and sample essays from real students who got into
their dream schools, College Essay Essentials is the
only college essay guide to make this complicated
process logical, simple, and (dare we say it?) a little
bit fun.

The Perfect Personal Statement: Your
Inspirational Guide to Writing the Perfect
Personal Statement
A guide to crafting a meaningful and polished college
admissions essay that gets students into the school of
their dreams by expressing their unique personality,
strengths, and goals. Stand out from the crowd with a
memorable, meaningful personal statement that will
capture the attention of college admissions officers.
Writing a college admissions essay is no easy
task—but with college essay coach and New York
Times contributor Alan Gelb’s accessible and
encouraging step-by-step instructions, you’ll be able
to write an honest, one-of-a-kind essay that really
shines. Gelb’s ten-step approach has garnered great
results for the students who have tried it, many of
whom were accepted into their dream schools
(Harvard, Brown, Yale, and more). This to-the-point
handbook shows you how to identify an engaging
essay topic, and then teaches you how to use creative
writing techniques to craft a narrative that expresses
your unique personality, strengths, and goals.
Whether you’re an A-student looking for an extra
boost or a less-confident writer who needs more
intensive help, Gelb’s reassuring and concise
guidance will help you every step of the way, from
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your initial draft to final revision. In the end, you will
have a well-polished, powerful, and profound personal
statement that you can feel proud of—a college essay
that doesn’t feel “pre-fab,” but is a real reflection of
your own individuality.

The Ultimate UCAS Personal Statement
Guide
Offers tips on how to write meaningful essays for
college admission applications. Includes sample
essays.

How to write your UCAS personal
statement and get into university: The
Ultimate Guide
If you've already read the usual "tips" and "tricks" for
writing the admissions essay and found them
unhelpful, this is the book for you. "The Art of the
Personal Statement" outlines a unique, groundbreaking approach to the application essay. Rejecting
the usual "tips and tricks" approach, author and
admissions consultant Alex Thaler (B.A. UC Berkeley;
JD University of Pennsylvania) takes the reader on a
journey through the brainstorming, drafting, and
editing phases of the writing cycle. During the
process, the reader will acquire the tools and
perspective he/she needs to write a personal
statement that stands apart and increases his/her
chances of admission. Includes: Introductions/advice
by Amy Jarich and Eric Furda, Deans of Admissions at
UC Berkeley and University of Pennsylvania. 18
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sample essays by successful applicants, followed by
comment and analysis. Exercises designed to develop
the reader's self awareness. A structured,
comprehensive approach to brainstorming, one of the
most important and difficult aspects of the writing
process.

Grad's Guide to Graduate Admissions
Essays
Write a killer CV and land your dream job. It takes an
employer just seven seconds to save or reject a job
applicant’s CV. In this book, James Reed – chairman of
REED, Britain’s largest recruitment company – offers
invaluable and specific advice on what employers
want to see in the CVs they receive and how you can
stand out from the crowd. Unlike other career
development books, the honest advice presented
here has been compiled from one-to-one interviews,
surveys and countrywide workshops across REED’s
network of recruitment consultants. This book is an
accessible and enjoyable read, intensely practical and
packed with pull-out quotes, layout examples and
tips. Find out what future employers are looking for
and take the first step to start loving Mondays again.

You Majored in What?
Your time at college is almost up. You've been
working hard through high school and have studied
tirelessly to progress through college. Are you ready
for University? Do you have what it takes to succeed
and move on into your desired career? You might
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think you do but the universities don't know that.
Which is why you must tell them and convince them
through the power of persuasive writing that you are
the perfect candidate for the subject you wish to
study. You must convince them that you have what it
takes and more to achieve success. And this guide
will help you do just that. With a step-by-step helping
hand, spoon-feeding you telling you what you must
and must not do and say in order for them to choose
you over many others. With this concise guide, you
will master the art of persuasion and the power of
attaining that which you are destined for. Filled with
real life examples to copy and adjust to suit you, you
just can't go wrong! With a 100% success rate from
top universities in highly-competitive subjects, I have
compiled everything you need to know. This guide
includes the following: - easy to read and implement highlighted sections marking importance - real-life
examples - tried and tested method - concise and
simplified text - bullet points and lists - situational
examples - filled with tips and tricks not found in most
textbooks and much more!

College Essay Essentials
• More than 500 appearances on national bestseller
lists • #1 Wall Street Journal, New York Times, and
USA Today • Won 12 book awards • Translated into
35 languages • Voted Top 100 Business Book of All
Time on Goodreads People are using this simple,
powerful concept to focus on what matters most in
their personal and work lives. Companies are helping
their employees be more productive with study
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groups, training, and coaching. Sales teams are
boosting sales. Churches are conducting classes and
recommending for their members. By focusing their
energy on one thing at a time people are living more
rewarding lives by building their careers,
strengthening their finances, losing weight and
getting in shape, deepening their faith, and nurturing
stronger marriages and personal relationships. YOU
WANT LESS. You want fewer distractions and less on
your plate. The daily barrage of e-mails, texts, tweets,
messages, and meetings distract you and stress you
out. The simultaneous demands of work and family
are taking a toll. And what's the cost? Second-rate
work, missed deadlines, smaller paychecks, fewer
promotions--and lots of stress. AND YOU WANT MORE.
You want more productivity from your work. More
income for a better lifestyle. You want more
satisfaction from life, and more time for yourself, your
family, and your friends. NOW YOU CAN HAVE BOTH
— LESS AND MORE. In The ONE Thing, you'll learn to *
cut through the clutter * achieve better results in less
time * build momentum toward your goal* dial down
the stress * overcome that overwhelmed feeling *
revive your energy * stay on track * master what
matters to you The ONE Thing delivers extraordinary
results in every area of your life--work, personal,
family, and spiritual. WHAT'S YOUR ONE THING?

The Ultimate Guide to Writing a Concise
Personal Statement
This lively collection of successful college admissions
essays from the kids at Berkeley High reflects the
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diversity and eclectic interests of urban and suburban
students at public schools where academic ambition,
gender issues, life on the streets, and love for math,
music, and art are all a part of the mix.

The ONE Thing
The definitive career guide for grad students,
adjuncts, post-docs and anyone else eager to get
tenure or turn their Ph.D. into their ideal job Each year
tens of thousands of students will, after years of hard
work and enormous amounts of money, earn their
Ph.D. And each year only a small percentage of them
will land a job that justifies and rewards their
investment. For every comfortably tenured professor
or well-paid former academic, there are countless
underpaid and overworked adjuncts, and many more
who simply give up in frustration. Those who do make
it share an important asset that separates them from
the pack: they have a plan. They understand exactly
what they need to do to set themselves up for
success. They know what really moves the needle in
academic job searches, how to avoid the all-toocommon mistakes that sink so many of their peers,
and how to decide when to point their Ph.D. toward
other, non-academic options. Karen Kelsky has made
it her mission to help readers join the select few who
get the most out of their Ph.D. As a former tenured
professor and department head who oversaw
numerous academic job searches, she knows from
experience exactly what gets an academic applicant a
job. And as the creator of the popular and widely
respected advice site The Professor is In, she has
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helped countless Ph.D.’s turn themselves into
stronger applicants and land their dream careers.
Now, for the first time ever, Karen has poured all her
best advice into a single handy guide that addresses
the most important issues facing any Ph.D., including:
-When, where, and what to publish -Writing a
foolproof grant application -Cultivating references and
crafting the perfect CV -Acing the job talk and campus
interview -Avoiding the adjunct trap -Making the leap
to nonacademic work, when the time is right The
Professor Is In addresses all of these issues, and many
more.

Personal Statements
The statement of purpose is the most important part
of an application to graduate school in the
humanities, but applicants often struggle to write
these documents. The SOP, as it is often called, is
particularly difficult for students coming from outside
of the United States because they do not understand
the idiosyncratic conventions of the US academy.This
guide provides explanations and concrete examples
of the five answers that all statements of purpose
must provide: trajectory, focus, accomplishments,
aims, and fit. Written by a scholar who has coached
applicants to successful admission to programs at the
University of Chicago, Northwestern University, and
the University of Southern California, among others,
this guide will offer a window onto what humanities
graduate programs in the United States are looking
for, and what they need to know in order to accept
your application.
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The Berkeley Book of College Essays
The Professor Is In
Read award-winning journalist Frank Bruni's New York
Times bestseller: an inspiring manifesto about
everything wrong with today's frenzied college
admissions process and how to make the most of your
college years. Over the last few decades, Americans
have turned college admissions into a terrifying and
occasionally devastating process, preceded by test
prep, tutors, all sorts of stratagems, all kinds of
rankings, and a conviction among too many young
people that their futures will be determined and their
worth established by which schools say yes and which
say no. In Where You Go is Not Who You'll Be, Frank
Bruni explains why this mindset is wrong, giving
students and their parents a new perspective on this
brutal, deeply flawed competition and a path out of
the anxiety that it provokes. Bruni, a bestselling
author and a columnist for the New York Times, shows
that the Ivy League has no monopoly on corner
offices, governors' mansions, or the most prestigious
academic and scientific grants. Through statistics,
surveys, and the stories of hugely successful people,
he demonstrates that many kinds of colleges serve as
ideal springboards. And he illuminates how to make
the most of them. What matters in the end are
students' efforts in and out of the classroom, not the
name on their diploma. Where you go isn't who you'll
be. Americans need to hear that--and this
indispensable manifesto says it with eloquence and
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respect for the real promise of higher education.

How to Write a Winning UCAS Personal
Statement
Provides information on job hunting and having a
successful career using the Wise Wandering system.

Résumés and Personal Statements for
Health Professionals
The admissions process for law, business, medical, or
graduate school is more competitive today than ever
before. Peterson's How to Write the Perfect Personal
Statement provides essential tips on how to create
and write personal statements that respond to the
questions that appear on the applications of many
popular graduate schools. The guide also offers great
insight on whom to approach for letters of
recommendation and how to make the best
impression at the interview. How to Write the Perfect
Personal Statement features 30 actual samples of
successful application essays as well as
recommendations from admissions officers on
winning strategies that have guaranteed students
admission into business, law, medical, and graduate
school. How to Write the Perfect Personal Statement
offers step-by-step instructions on style, format,
concept, and theme; preparation strategies for the
personal interview; tactics on whom to ask to write
letters of recommendation; top 10 DOs and DON'Ts
for writing the essay; tips from admission officials
from Columbia, Michigan, and other high-profile
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schools; and much more!

Conquering the College Admissions
Essay in 10 Steps, Second Edition
You've finally finished your personal statement and
it's perfect! There's just one thing to consider before
hitting the "send" button - will it meet the admission
team's expectations? How will you know? CASPA
guidelines are vague - "Write a brief statement
expressing your motivation or desire to become a
physician assistant." School websites aren't generally
more helpful. Do they want to hear that you've
dreamed of becoming a PA since you were five and
loved your toy stethoscope? Are they interested in
your volunteer work at a homeless shelter? Will it help
that you've been a science nerd since 9th grade
Biology? How should you tell your story? Should it
read like a textbook, a novel or something in
between? The fact is there hasn't been much
guidance. Until now. Admissions directors and faculty
from PA programs across the country have shared
their thoughts on personal statements - what they
hope to see, what they wish they'd never see, and
tips to make an essay shine. When compiling this
book, we realized that access to insider information is
just the first step to writing a winning personal
statement. That's why we teach you everything you
need to know about essay writing, from form to
finesse, with step-by-step tips and examples. This is
your all-in-one guide to writing the ideal personal
statement for Physician Assistant programs anywhere
in the country.
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Writing a UCAS Personal Statement in
Seven Easy Steps
A special 25th anniversary edition of the
extraordinary international bestseller, including a new
Foreword by Paulo Coelho. Combining magic,
mysticism, wisdom and wonder into an inspiring tale
of self-discovery, The Alchemist has become a
modern classic, selling millions of copies around the
world and transforming the lives of countless readers
across generations. Paulo Coelho's masterpiece tells
the mystical story of Santiago, an Andalusian
shepherd boy who yearns to travel in search of a
worldly treasure. His quest will lead him to riches far
different—and far more satisfying—than he ever
imagined. Santiago's journey teaches us about the
essential wisdom of listening to our hearts, of
recognizing opportunity and learning to read the
omens strewn along life's path, and, most
importantly, to follow our dreams.

The Art of the Personal Statement
Get Into Medical School
Pieces of the Frame is a gathering of memorable
writings by one of the greatest journalists and
storytellers of our time. They take the reader from the
backwoods roads of Georgia, to the high altitude of
Ruidoso Downs in New Mexico; from the social decay
of Atlantic City, to Scotland, where a pilgrimage for
art's sake leads to a surprising encounter with history
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on a hilltop with a view of a fifth of the entire country.
McPhee's writing is more than informative; these are
stories, artful and full of character, that make
compelling reading. They play with and against one
another, so that Pieces of the Frame is distinguished
as much by its unity as by its variety. Subjects
familiar to McPhee's readers-sports, Scotland,
conservation-are treated here with intimacy and a
sense of the writer at work.

How to Write Your Physician Assistant
Personal Statement
This friendly and accessible workbook takes you
through a series of activities that will help you to
gather information about your self and condense it
into the format required to complete your UCAS
personal statement for university. You will use a
seven step process that will build your confidence and
help you create a compelling personal statement.
Reading the book is like being in a coaching session
with the author; the tone is light and supportive, and
you will be carried along through specific exercises
that culminate in the completion of a really effective
Personal Statement. * Collect it - identify your positive
traits, skills, abilities and accomplishments and feel
confident about promoting yourself on paper. *
Expand it - create a 'degree specification profile' to
see what the departments are looking for with respect
to the courses that interest you. * Prove it - evidence
of your skills by listing examples from your life, inside
and outside education. Think about what you are
offering in terms of strengths and what needs further
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development. * Draft it - note down your findings so
far and start thinking about how to structure them. *
Build it - begin building the structure of your
statement and formulate your sentences. * Review it read hints about structure, spelling, grammar,
punctuation and formatting, plus guidance on
receiving feedback. * Submit it - a last chance for
reflection, re-jigging, and refining; and for
reassurance before you submit your statement!

Story-Based Inquiry: A Manual for
Investigative Journalists
The Premed Playbook: Guide to the Medical School
Personal Statement helps guide students in crafting
their stories for the medical school Admission
Committees. It's not only a collection of essays from
students who got into top schools, but is a showcase
of essays that started badly and were honed to tell
great stories. Ryan Gray, MD shares the stories of
students who likely didn’t have a shot, but ultimately
succeed, in part because of the advice laid out in The
Premed Playbook: Guide to the Medical School
Personal Statement. They had to fight their way into
medical school—and told a great story to do it.

The Alchemist
'The Perfect Personal Statement: Your Inspirational
Guide to Writing the Perfect Personal Statement' is a
guided journal designed to help students who are
applying to any academic or professional program.
The applying student will have writing prompts that
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will guide them to creating quality content that best
fits their needs for admission essays and interviews.

Graduate Admissions Essays, Fourth
Edition
BeMo's Ultimate Guide to Medical School Personal
Statements & Secondary Essays is the most
comprehensive resource to use when preparing for
your applications. Written by former admissions
committee members, Medical Doctors, and awardwinning scientists, this guide is a must-read for all
medical school applicants. The guide includes
effective strategies, 10 sample personal statements,
and 10 secondary essays. All of which are analyzed
and reviewed by our admissions experts, so you are
better able to understand the strategies. Here is what
is included in this book: Top 5 reasons that get most
applicants rejected, 7 common personal statement
errors, 10 personal statement examples sent in by our
students, 10 secondary essays sent in by our
students, A guideline of how to brainstorm for your
personal statements and essays, Key Components for
your outline, An interactive step by step guide, that
lets you write your own statement from scratch, The
'secret' used by students who get accepted, Bonus
resources that help you understand the application
process and what you need to write your own
personal statement, Over 300 pages of tips,
strategies and advice from admission experts
including former admissions committee members,
Medical Doctors and award-winning scientists BeMo
Academic Consulting Inc. ("BeMo(R)") is a global
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leader in medical school preparation. BeMo's
expertise in medical school prep are sought after by
media and official university career centers. BeMo's
core value is to help reduce the social gap in
professional schools by teaching students the
essential qualities required by such programs. BeMo's
team members believe everyone deserves access to
higher education and they want to make sure every
student gets a fair chance at admissions to these very
competitive programs regardless of his or her
socioeconomic, racial or cultural background.
BeMo(R), BeMo Academic(TM), BeMo Consulting(TM),
BeMo Academic Consulting (TM), MMI SIM(TM),
InterviewProf(TM), Get In Or Your Money Back(R) are
trademarks of BeMo Academic Consulting Inc.

The Premed Playbook
The personal statement can be the most challenging
section on the UCAS application form. This title will
guide applicants through the process of putting
together a great personal statement, that sensibly
conveys their skills and that will help them to win a
place at the university of their choice.

Getting the Most From Nursing School: A
Guide to Becoming a Nurse
Helps the user prepare a resume and personal
statement.

Are Prisons Obsolete?
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Grads' Guide to Graduate Admissions Essays provides
more than 50 successful admission essays straight
from the source--recent college graduates making the
transition to earning advanced degrees at highly
selective graduate programs. Harvard, Columbia,
Stanford, and Northwestern are just a few of the
universities to which these students were admitted.
Each of the essays contains designated segments
highlighting the particular characteristics that make
them outstanding admissions essays. Additionally, the
essays are interspersed with segments labeled
"Writer's Words of Wisdom," which contain
statements from the author of the particular essay
with advice on the admissions process. By offering
guidance from successful graduate school applicants,
readers can glean advice from a variety of
perspectives, while still obtaining the critical
information as it relates to well-written essays for
programs within a variety of fields including law,
business, medicine, education, and humanities.

Graduate Admissions Essays
The 7 Second CV
The fully updated fourth edition of the go-to guide for
crafting winning essays for any type of graduate
program or scholarship, including PhD, master’s, MBA,
MD, JD, postdocs, DDS, DVM, Rhodes, Marshall,
Fulbright--you name it. Based on thousands of
interviews with successful grad students and
graduate admissions officers, Graduate Admissions
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Essays deconstructs and demystifies the everchallenging and seemingly more impersonal
application process for getting into graduate and
scholarship programs. The book presents 50 sample
essays in a comprehensive range of subjects, detailed
strategies that have proven successful for some of the
most notoriously competitive graduate programs in
the country, as well as sample letters of
recommendation, essays for residencies and
fellowships, and postgrad applications.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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